
 

 

17th July 2020 
Dear Parents and Pupils, 
 
As you will be aware, the recent Government guidance expects a full-time return to school for all pupils, and 
we are both delighted and excited about this, whilst also being very conscious of the need to ensure that what 
we do is as safe as possible for pupils, staff and families. Having closed for most pupils on 20th March, it has 
been wonderful to see Year 10 and L6 over recent weeks, and we very much look forward to resuming full-time 
in-school education for those in KS3 too. I apologise in advance for the enormous length of this 
communication, however I feel it is important that parents and pupils are fully aware of our planning and 
arrangements. Please don’t hesitate to ask if there are aspects not covered here, and if there are a number of 
these, I will produce a “Frequently Asked Questions” response, so that everyone is well-informed. 
 
We have worked really hard over recent days to prepare for September, and the second version of next year's 
timetable was finalised over last weekend, once we had the Government guidance 
(https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-
outbreak/guidance-for-full-opening-schools). Whilst we initially considered staggered start times to the school 
day, on careful reflection, we decided that this was unwise. Morning arrivals tend to be naturally staggered 
somewhat depending on bus schedules, pupil habits etc, and any change to that was going to result in some 
pupils hanging around the local area for lengthy periods of time, which in itself we feel is unsafe. Therefore, 
the school day will run broadly as usual in terms of beginnings and ends of days (with a staggered end time 
between 3.30pm and the usual 3.40pm, to allow safe exit from the school).   
 
It is important that we manage these movements as carefully as possible, and we ask that parents do not come 
near to the school site to drop off or collect pupils. Parents will not be allowed onto the school site itself, other 
than in an emergency, or for a particular reason, such as meeting a member of staff. Please be considerate of 
our neighbours and if you need to do so, please choose places to meet/ drop off your children some distance 
away; local roads become very congested, and large numbers of cars accessing these small streets is very 
frustrating for local residents. Wherever possible, pupils should walk or cycle to school. There is an attachment 
along with this letter from KCC relating to School Transport, including information on Travel Saver passes. We 
have been informed that face coverings will be required on school transport, only forward-facing seats will be 
in use, there will be no standing permitted and that all passengers are strongly advised to use hand sanitiser 
when getting on and off the bus.  
 
Hygiene and well-being 
Upon arrival at school ALL PUPILS MUST WASH THEIR HANDS thoroughly and for the required time. Regular 
hand cleaning is going to be needed for the foreseeable future, and hands must also be washed at break times, 
and before and after eating. We cannot stress enough how crucial this is. There will be hand sanitiser in every 
classroom, and all pupils and teachers will be expected to use this after any movement between rooms; it is 
clear that frequent hand washing is one of the most important actions in the system of controls against 
coronavirus.  Please strive to ensure that this habit is well-engrained prior to September, if not already. 
 
The ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ approach also continues to be very important. All classrooms now have bins with lids 
rather than open top, and pupils should ensure they have tissues with them. We are also implementing an 
enhanced cleaning regime from September, with on-site cleaning throughout the day, cleaning frequently 
touched surfaces such as hand rails and door handles, cleaning toilets throughout the day, and more frequent 
cleaning of rooms (such as specialist areas) that are used by different groups. From September, schools are not 
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required to allocate to different groups their own toilet blocks, but there will be additional cleaning of toilet 
areas during the school day, and pupils must, of course, wash hands thoroughly after use. Wherever possible, 
and for as long as possible, doors will be propped open and windows open to ensure good ventilation.  
 
As we prepare to return to school in September, we will be prioritising the wellbeing of pupils and staff. We are 
very aware that some pupils may have concerns and worries about returning to school, and we want to help 
make the process easier for them. In order to help with this, we will be inviting some pupils in on Tuesday 1st 
September. If you think that your child would appreciate the opportunity to visit the school on this day, please 
email Miss Parkinson by Friday 24th July and she will arrange a time for them to come in, and also to speak to a 
member of pastoral support - deputyhead@twggs.kent.sch.uk 
 
The School Day 
The guidance asks schools to “minimise the number of contacts that a pupil has during the school day as part of 
implementing the system of controls to reduce the risk of transmission”. In order to minimise this risk, pupils 
will be arranged in year group bubbles, with zoned rooms for each year group, and movement around the 
school will be reduced as much as possible. Passing in a corridor and outside are regarded as low risk, and we 
are implementing a one way system in places with narrow corridors, such as the Music Block. 
 
KS3 classes, which are taught entirely in form groups in Years 7, and almost entirely in Years 8 and 9 will largely 
be in class sized bubbles, with only minimal interaction with other classes. This means that KS3 pupils will be in 
the same room for most lessons, only moving around the school to access specialist rooms such as science 
laboratories, art, music and technology rooms, the Performing Arts Centre and for PE, which will be outdoors 
as much as possible. Subject teachers other than in specialist areas will move to pupils, rather than vice versa. 
KS4 and Sixth Form classes are taught largely in option classes or sets and, therefore, will be entire year group 
bubbles, taught in specific classrooms, and pupils will move between these groups, also accessing the specialist 
rooms as required.  
 
In setting year group zones, we have considered carefully how to minimise the movement around school 
wherever possible. In all cases, pupils should not touch, and should keep their distance from, others as much as 
possible, whilst recognising that in a school context this cannot be 2 m, and often not even 1 m+. Groups will 
also be allocated an area of outdoor space, and it is important that they stick to this. 
 
Classrooms will be rearranged, so that all desks are facing forwards, and pupils sitting side by side, apart as 
much as possible. Each class will have a seating plan, and pupils will be required to stick to this, having had an 
input into it initially. (This is to enhance the information the school could provide to the NHS Test and Trace 
Service, should we have a case of COVID-19.) Pupils in KS3, who will be sitting in the same places for most 
lessons will have an opportunity to change their seating plans with form tutors on a regular basis every couple 
of weeks, and in Year 7 where pupils are new, this will be a weekly change in order that they get to know their 
peers. KS4 and Sixth Form naturally change groups within sets and options, and tend to sit with the same 
people already, therefore, there will be little change here! 
 
Lunchtimes and break times will both be staggered, in order to allow pupils to access the canteen in their year 
group bubbles; the timings of these will be shared with pupils on their return to school in September.  No food 
will be eaten by pupils in the canteen at either break or lunch – all food purchased will be pre-wrapped or in 
take away pots so that it may be taken to classrooms or to the allocated outdoor space. Pupils will still be able 
to purchase the “meal deal” of the main meal and main pudding (in takeaway pots), and a selection of other 
options. Metal cutlery will not be provided, therefore we strongly encourage pupils to bring in their own 
cutlery in order to avoid use of disposable cutlery. Of course, this will be available, but we are striving to be 
environmentally conscious and limit the amount of disposable cutlery used. Pupils should also endeavour to 
bring in drinking water for the day, whenever possible, in order to reduce use of drinking fountains and 
drinking water taps. Jugs of water will not be available in the canteen. 
 
Equipment and curriculum 
It is recommended in the guidance that pupils limit the amount of equipment they bring into school each day, 
to essentials in their bags such as lunch boxes, coats, books, stationery and mobile phones. Coats will need to 
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be carried with pupils in KS4 and Sixth Form, and should be placed on the back of their chair for KS3 pupils, 
rather than using the classroom pegs. Lockers will be available in their classrooms for KS3, however, all pupils 
are asked to bring with them each day the resources and equipment needed for that day’s lessons. Lockers will 
not be available for KS4 or Sixth Form, as returning to these would increase unnecessary movement around the 
school.  
 
Pupils must not share or borrow materials, therefore we ask you please to ensure that all pupils have the 
following equipment with them daily from September onwards: 

• A selection of blue/black pens 

• Pencils, including Colouring Pencils 
• Rubber 
• Ruler 
• Pencil Sharpener 
• Highlighters / Fine-Line Coloured Pens  
• Compass 
• Protractor 
• Glue Stick 
• Scissors 
• Calculator – we recommend the Casio FX83 model for KS3 and KS4 
• White board pen – non permanent. This allows the laminated back page of the Student Planner to be 

used as a mini whiteboard, which will be an essential teaching tool, as teachers will be unable to get 
close to pupils when assisting them with a problem. 

 
Schools are required from September to “teach an ambitious and broad curriculum in all subjects from the 
start of the autumn term”, and we are delighted to be doing exactly that. Directors of Achievement have 
already written to specific year groups with advice on possible actions, but our priorities are on wellbeing and 
reinvigorating a love of learning; pupils should absolutely not worry about the need to “catch up”.  Some 
lessons will of necessity be different: for example there will be fewer practicals in science lessons and more 
teacher demonstrations, because of the need to clean or quarantine equipment. Members of staff are working 
hard to keep as much practical work in relevant subjects as is possible and to devise safe, pragmatic ways to 
work around the issues.  
 
Pupils from Year 8 upwards will be allowed to have their phones in lessons, as many subjects have online 
resources or textbooks which can then be safely accessed. Phone Free Fridays will be suspended for the 
moment, although new Year 7 pupils will still not be able to use phones during the day until after Christmas, to 
encourage them to form friendships in their forms and year group. Assemblies can only take place in year 
group bubbles, not across the school. There can be no clubs which go across year groups, and music is 
especially problematic because of the restrictions on singing and wind instruments. 
 
Clothing 
School uniform is to be worn from September, following the school’s usual expectations. However, on days 
when pupils have PE, they must come to school in their regulation PE kit and wear this all day, as access to 
changing rooms will not be possible.  In light of this, we recommend that all pupils should have a pair of navy 
tracksuit bottoms to wear over their skorts. If your child does not have these already, then there are tracksuit 
bottoms with the TWGGS logo available from Simmonds, which are optional, or they can wear any other plain 
navy tracksuit bottoms without cuffs; we recommend that, if possible, they have zips at the bottom. 
Waterproofs (of any colour) are also recommended for PE in inclement weather. 
 
Face masks 
The current guidance states that: 
“Public Health England does not (based on current evidence) recommend the use of face coverings in schools. 
This evidence will be kept under review. They are not required in schools as pupils and staff are mixing in 
consistent groups, and because misuse may inadvertently increase the risk of transmission. There may also be 
negative effects on communication and thus education. Face coverings may be beneficial for short periods 
indoors where there is a risk of close social contact with people you do not usually meet and where social 



 

 

distancing and other measures cannot be maintained, for example on public transport or in shops. Face 
coverings are required at all times on public transport (for children, over the age of 11).” 
 
It is essential that there is a clear process for removing face coverings when pupils and staff who use them 
arrive at school. Pupils must not touch the front of their face covering during use or when removing them. They 
must wash their hands immediately on arrival (as is the case for all pupils), dispose of temporary face coverings 
in a covered bin, or place reusable face coverings in a plastic bag which they can take home with them, and 
then wash their hands again before heading to their classroom.  
 
Any pupil or member of staff who wishes to wear a face mask may certainly do so, provided that this is NOT the 
same mask which has been worn to travel to school on public transport. Advice regarding face masks may well 
be updated by the Government and, if so, then of course we will notify parents and staff and adapt accordingly.  
 
Health - Those who have COVID-19 symptoms, or who have someone in their household who does, must not 
attend school 
Pupils or staff must not come into the school if they have COVID-19 symptoms, or have tested positive in the 
last 7 days. It is, therefore, essential that parents are very specific when reporting an absence please. 
 
Equally, if anyone in the school becomes unwell with a new, continuous cough or a high temperature, or has a 
loss of, or change in, their normal sense of taste or smell (anosmia), they will  be sent home and advised to 
follow ‘Stay at home: guidance for households with possible or confirmed coronavirus (COVID-19) infection’, 
which sets out that they must self-isolate for at least 7 days and should arrange to have a test to see if they 
have coronavirus (COVID-19). Other members of their household (including any siblings) should self-isolate for 
14 days from when the symptomatic person first had symptoms. Pupils or staff will be asked to provide details 
of anyone they have been in close contact with if they were to test positive for coronavirus (COVID-19) or if 
asked by NHS Test & Trace. This is where the school’s seating plans are important. Essential workers, which 
includes anyone involved in education, have priority access to testing. Tests can be booked online through the 
NHS testing and tracing for coronavirus website (https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/testing-
and-tracing/), or ordered by telephone via NHS 119 for those without access to the internet.  
 
If a pupil becomes ill at school and COVID-19 is suspected, parents will be contacted immediately and, whilst 
awaiting collection, they will be moved to a designated room where they can be isolated behind a closed door, 
and a separate toilet area is designated for this purpose. PPE will be worn by staff caring for the child while 
they await collection if a distance of 2 metres cannot be maintained. 
 
Parents and staff are asked to notify the school immediately of the results of a test for COVID-19: 

• If someone tests negative, if they feel well and no longer have symptoms similar to coronavirus 
(COVID-19), they can stop self-isolating. They could still have another virus, such as a cold or flu – in 
which case it is still best to avoid contact with other people until they are better. Other members of 
their household can stop self-isolating. 

• If someone tests positive, they should follow the ‘Stay at home: guidance for households with possible 
or confirmed coronavirus (COVID-19) infection’ and must continue to self-isolate for at least 7 days 
from the onset of their symptoms and then return to school only if they do not have symptoms other 
than cough or loss of sense of smell/taste. This is because a cough or anosmia can last for several 
weeks once the infection has gone. The 7-day period starts from the day when they first became ill. If 
they still have a high temperature, they should keep self-isolating until their temperature returns to 
normal. Other members of their household should continue self-isolating for the full 14 days. 

If we become aware that someone has tested positive for COVID-19, we will contact the local health protection 
team. This team will also contact schools directly if they become aware that someone who has tested positive 
for COVID-19 attended the school, as identified by NHS Test and Trace. The health protection team will carry 
out a rapid risk assessment to confirm who has been in close contact with the person during the period that 
they were infectious, and ensure they are asked to self-isolate. 
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The health protection team will work with schools to guide them through the actions they need to take. Based 
on the advice from the health protection team, schools must send home those people who have been in close 
contact with the person who has tested positive, advising them to self-isolate for 14 days since they were last 
in close contact with that person when they were infectious. Close contact means: 

• direct close contacts - face to face contact with an infected individual for any length of time, within 1m, 
including being coughed on, a face to face conversation, or unprotected physical contact (skin-to-skin) 

• proximity contacts - extended close contact (within 1 to 2 metres for more than 15 minutes) with an 
infected individual 

• travelling in a small vehicle with an infected person 
 
The health protection team will provide definitive advice on who must be sent home, and we will then write to 
parents and staff as appropriate. Household members of those contacts who are sent home do not need to 
self-isolate themselves, unless the child or staff member who is self-isolating subsequently develops symptoms. 
If someone in a class or group that has been asked to self-isolate develops symptoms themselves within their 
14-day isolation period they should follow ‘Stay at home: guidance for households with possible or confirmed 
coronavirus (COVID-19) infection’ and get a test, following the guidance above. 
 
If TWGGS has two or more confirmed cases within 14 days, then we will continue to work with the health 
protection team, who may recommend that a larger number of other pupils self-isolate at home for 14 days as 
a precautionary measure. This would be likely to be either the year group, or perhaps in the case of KS3, the 
form class. In this case, lessons would continue to be taught live through Google Meet, and pupils would be 
expected to follow their normal timetable at home. Remote attendance would be compulsory, other than in 
the case of a pupil who is ill. If any pupils would be unlikely to have IT facilities to access these lessons remotely 
following their normal school timetable, then please let me know urgently, and certainly by Friday 4th 
September, so that we can ensure arrangements are in place should this be required. Where an individual or 
small group of pupils need to be at home for reasons relating to COVID-19, then the in-school lessons will be 
recorded using Google Meet, as has happened with recent sessions for Year 10 and L6, and these pupils will be 
able to join in live from home, or watch a recording if they are unwell.  
 
Once again, I apologise for the length of this communication, more a small book than a letter! A copy of this 
letter will be on the school website, and I will send parents and pupils reminders of key points in late August, 
prior to term starting; any new guidance will, of course, be added at that time. Separate from this letter, you 
will receive today our usual end of term newsletter; I hope it brings you joy! Once again, I would like to thank 
you all for your support and resilience over recent months; we are very much looking forward to being 
together again as a community in September, albeit in a new way.  
 
With my very best wishes for a pleasant summer, 
 
Linda Wybar 
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